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Managing the Transition to Next-generation Sequencing 

To develop more agile digital laboratories, QC leaders whose 
systems have become disconnected will need to reimagine an 
approach that advances a connected quality ecosystem. This 
requires thinking beyond specific tools and problems to consider 
a holistic approach to modernising QC and how it will fit within 
the organisation's overall technology modernisation efforts.

 
The lab at Riga East Clinical University Hospital provides 

clinical reporting of infectious diseases, pathology and oncology 
patient samples. However, for Dr Ģirts Šķenders, the laboratory’s 
Development Project Manager, and Laboratory Specialist Reinis 
Zeltmatis, things became a lot more complicated during the 
pandemic when the facility upgraded from Sanger sequencing-
based approaches to next-generation sequencing (NGS). 
Fortunately, the duo is accustomed to challenges and problem-

Dr. Ģirts Šķenders and Mr. Reinis Zeltmatis shed light on 
how the COVID-19 pandemic brought significant changes 
to their hospital laboratory. Upgrading it in the midst of a 
global pandemic wasn’t ideal but a combination of shared 
insights and the right instruments helped open the door 
to success. 

solving and were therefore ideally equipped to lead their team 
through a successful transition to a new workflow. 

The laboratory was originally part of the infectious disease 
department of the city’s University Hospital. This changed when 
five hospitals were brought together under the umbrella of the 
Riga East Clinical University Hospital, now the biggest hospital 
group in Latvia. Included in this consolidation were several 
independent laboratories focusing on pathology, oncology and 
infectious disease.

Although the University Hospital’s lab had been performing 
Sanger sequencing for around ten years, it only started 
integrating NGS workflows two years ago. “The plan to begin 
NGS of oncology and infectious disease samples started back 
in 2018,” explained Dr. Šķenders. However, some logistical and 
administrative challenges delayed the delivery of sequencing 
instruments and reagents.

Fortunately, the hospital received an additional sequencing 
grant from the Latvian Center for Biomedicine Studies and 
Research in 2020, which helped accelerate things. “The state 
decided it needed more sequencing and European governments 
were concerned about the public impact of COVID-19, so 
some additional money was given with the aim of increasing 
essential sequencing capabilities for critical laboratories,” said 
Dr. Šķenders. 

Now, almost two years later, the lab’s workload is still focused 
on SARS-CoV-2: it analyses nearly 200 samples of the virus and 
around 12 oncology specimens each week.

Finding the Right Tools for the Job
Building NGS workflows into a lab required benchmarking and 
optimisation. Sample quality control (QC) is a critical part of 
optimising NGS workflows, especially for labs that analyse 
formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue samples. 
However, a sample QC method was only selected after an 
investigation into which solutions other clinical researchers 
found to be the most successful for their genomics labs.

“We checked the other users’ experiences with kits or 
instruments and tried to choose the ones that had the greatest 
customer reviews,” said Mr Zeltmatis. The lab eventually settled 
on the Agilent 4200 TapeStation system.

“The TapeStation system is faster, much easier to use and 
the precision is much higher than other alternatives, so we 
can really determine what our average library size is. Using 
the original platform, we could only guess but the TapeStation 
system really shows the definitive number.”

Considering the large volume of samples processed weekly, 
including the additional labour of nucleic acid extraction and 
sample prep, speed was also a clear benefit. “We are able to 
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Dr. Ģirts Šķenders 

Ģirts has 15 years of experience of diagnosing 
tuberculosis and drug-resistant tuberculosis 
at a National TB reference laboratory. He has 
participated in in two EU FP7 Collaborative 

Projects – TB PAN-NET and FAST-XDR-DETECT, has acted as 
temporary advisor for WHO and ECDC for assessment and 
optimisation of TB laboratory services in several countries. 
Research interests: Improvement of tuberculosis diagnostics, 
tuberculosis epidemiology, TB diagnostics and new TB drug 
clinical trials.

Reinis Zeltmatis

Reinis Zeltmatis began his career in IT 
working with medical insurance companies 
which led to a renewed interest in biology 
and medicine. Moving into the field of plant 

genetics, he followed his passion for genetics and medicine 
into molecular diagnostics. Recent advances in technology 
led Reinis and a colleague to formed the Sequencing 
Department as part of the National Microbiology Reference 
Laboratory at the Latvian Centere of Infectious Diseases 
in 2018. Since then Reinis has been a part of every field 
of sequencing performed in the department – from 
microbiology and SARS-CoV-2 to oncology, with latter 
becoming his main field of work.

obtain results within 10 to 15 minutes, maximum,” said Zeltmatis. 
“It’s also simple to learn the workflow. Mix a little buffer with the 
sample, vortex, and you’re ready to go.”

Whole Genome Sequencing 
Although NGS is a recent addition, the team plans to replace 
all the lab’s current genotyping methods with whole genome 
sequencing within the next 12 months. There will also be a 
specific focus on liquid biopsies. “We currently send those 
samples to external service labs for analysis, but liquid biopsies 
are a very promising direction, especially for oncology,” 
explained Dr. Šķenders. 

RNA sequencing for oncology, as well as for rare genetic 
diseases, is another priority. They both agreed that Cell-free 
DNA and RNA ScreenTape devices will be essential for the more 
challenging sample types used in RNA sequencing and liquid 
biopsies.

SARS-CoV-2 may have generated the headlines but the lab 
has other infectious diseases in its sights. “We are going to do 
more bacterial work, such as sequencing tuberculosis, which 
is still an issue in Latvia because of multidrug-resistant cases,” 
said Dr. Šķenders. “We will also focus on other bacterial isolates 
and look into the possibility of finding bacterial DNA in the 
primary samples.”

Dr. Šķenders and Mr Zeltmatis have brought the Riga East 
Clinical University Hospital a long way in a very short period 
of time. By using NGS workflows, in conjunction with robust 
sample QC, they are already starting to unlock valuable insights 
around disease control. 


